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and I have a certificate signed by my company's CA. How can I get a certificate signed by a "real"

certificate? Is there a way to do this at all? I do not have direct contact with the author of the CA, so I
do not know the CA's public key. Is there a way to somehow derive the public key of the CA from its

CA certificate? Thank you! A: There is no way to derive any relevant CA public key from the CA
certificate itself; the CA certificate only contains one key, and the CA itself owns it. Your CA is

probably an intermediate CA, so you can in principle get the CA certificate by contacting it, and it
should give you all the details of its chain of trust. This typically involves providing to the CA a

private key (the so-called trust anchor) for the root CA (usually not a problem, since it is not your
CA). The root CA can thus issue a certificate for your company which is not only valid for your

domain name, but also for your IP address. Otherwise, given a certificate, you can check in various
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(a bit trickier); or check if the subjectDN matches your company name in a DNS CA certificate. In any
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